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Abstract
There have been many changes in the roles of fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) and core needle biopsy (CNB) in the diagnostic workup of breast lesions in routine breast clinics and in mammographic breast screening programs, as well as changes in the management algorithms utilized and the treatments available, since the NCI consensus on breast FNAB cytology in 1996. A standardized approach will improve training and performance of FNAB and smear-making techniques, and structured reporting will improve the quality and reproducibility of reports across departments, cities and countries providing a basis for quality assurance measures and improving patient care and facilitating research. Linking cytology reports to management algorithms will increase the clinicians’ use of FNAB cytology and where appropriate CNB, and enhance the use of ancillary tests for prognostic testing. The IAC recognizes that the local medical infrastructure and resources for breast imaging, biopsy and treatment will influence the diagnostic workup and management of breast disease, but best practice guidelines should be established and modified as required.

The IAC Executive has commenced a process to produce a comprehensive and standardized approach to breast fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) cytology reporting. The aim is to establish a best practice guideline covering:

1. The indications for breast FNAB cytology
2. The FNAB technique, smear-making and material-handling procedures
3. A practical, standardized and reproducible reporting system including report requirements, terminology definitions, descriptive terms and categories, structured reports, checklists and formats
4. The appropriate ancillary diagnostic and prognostic tests
5. Correlation with clinical management algorithms

While recognizing that the availability of local medical infrastructure and resources influences the approach to the diagnosis and management of breast disease, it is important to have current best practice guidelines which can then be modified as required. Any recommendations regarding indications for and utility of FNAB and the potential correlation of the diagnostic workup and management of breast lesions should recognize that they will vary with the availability of imaging and treatment infrastructure [1, 2]. The IAC recommendations will take note of such variations.
Why Do This at This Time?

It is almost 20 years since the NCI consensus meeting in 1996 [3], and there have been many changes in the diagnostic workup of breast lesions in routine breast clinics and mammographic breast screening programs, and changes in the management algorithms utilized.

FNAB in the developed world is now mainly performed by radiologists rather than cytopathologists, using ultrasound guidance of both palpable and impalpable lesions, which has increased the range of accessible lesions, while accentuating problems in the performance of the FNAB and in making smears. The cytopathologist was immediately aware of any problems in their FNAB technique because they were reporting the slides, while many radiologists do not even have routine contact with the reporting pathologist, who struggles with their poor-quality slides [4].

In some centers, liquid-based cytopathology has been introduced to try and overcome the problems with handling of the breast FNAB sample, and this has provided some benefits while introducing greater costs and problems related to the loss of some diagnostic cytological criteria [5].

Rapid onsite evaluation reduces inadequate rates and costs to the system by reducing the need for repeat procedures and triaging cases for ancillary tests, but it requires funding for trained cytologists which has limited its uptake [6].

Increasing use of core needle biopsy (CNB) has virtually replaced FNAB of the breast in some centers and regions, particularly in the mammographic screening program assessment clinics which have an emphasis on the workup of calcifications and whose results have been extrapolated inappropriately into the routine assessment of breast lesions; for example, there is no need to core biopsy a probable cyst or fibrocystic change or fibroadenoma [7]. These two complimentary tests have advantages and disadvantages, and there is a need to establish and recommend their most appropriate use [8].

There have been significant advances in the diagnostic interpretation of breast lesions particularly with tomographic mammography, ultrasound and sonographic mammography, and MRI. There is increasing use of ancillary prognostic testing based on the material derived from breast cancers, and although this has been done mainly on CNB, the availability of molecular testing on small FNAB samples, including cell blocks and material taken directly from smears, races ahead [9, 10].

How Has the IAC Breast Group Been Established?

The Breast Group includes cytopathologists, surgical pathologists, radiologists, surgeons and oncologists (see Appendix). Specific subgroups will look at preanalytical, analytical and postanalytical issues. There will be a literature search in preparation of a bibliography. Draft reviews will be prepared by individuals within these specific groups, leading to the development of recommendations and commentaries, which will be distributed with the drafts throughout the group. Then discussion will occur within the groups utilizing the expertise of members, and a consensus draft will be prepared. This draft will then be published on the IAC internet site, and comments from pathologists and other clinicians will be invited. These comments will be further discussed, and incorporated where the group thinks appropriate into a consensus document.

Drafts of various parts of the structured reporting system were presented at the International congress of Cytology in Yokohama in May 2016, and further parts will be presented at the European Congress of Cytology in Liverpool, in October 2016, and the American Society of Cytology meeting in November 2016. These presentations will include areas of debate, and discussion will be invited. There will be discussions with other bodies representing cytopathologists and cytotechnicians to achieve, if at all possible, an international consensus. Final recommendations will be published by mid-2017, hopefully with the production of an atlas by the end of 2017 based on the material produced by the group.

What Are the Benefits of a Standardized Reporting System?

A standardized approach with best practice guidelines will improve training in and the performance of FNAB and smear-making techniques, and provide a basis for quality assurance measures within institutions, regions and countries and across international borders. Structured reporting improves the quality, clarity and reproducibility of reports across departments, cities, countries and internationally and will assist patient management and improve breast health care and facilitate research [11]. Linking cytology reporting to management algorithms will enhance the clinicians’ use of FNAB cytology and where appropriate core biopsy. Standardized use of cell blocks, immunohistochemistry, in situ hybridization and other molecular tests of prognostic and diagnostic markers will improve patient care.

Drafts of various parts of the structured reporting system were presented at the International congress of Cytology in Yokohama in May 2016, and further parts will be presented at the European Congress of Cytology in Liverpool, in October 2016, and the American Society of Cytology meeting in November 2016. These presentations will include areas of debate, and discussion will be invited. There will be discussions then with other bodies representing cytopathologists and cytotechnicians to achieve, if at all possible, an international consensus. Final recommendations will be published by mid-2017, hopefully with the production of an atlas by the end of 2017 based on the material produced by the group.
What Is a Structured Report?

Structured reports can be defined as reporting in a format which uses standard headings, definitions, terminology and includes required information. The information required in the report may be a mandatory standard or it may be a recommended guideline [12, 13]. The aim is that the complete report is reproducible and can be understood internationally by other pathologists and crucially by clinicians and that it guides management. Structured reports are often based on a structured checklist that matches the laboratory and cytopathologist’s workflow and is presented in a clear format that conveys information to the clinician. Structured reports use specific terminology for diagnostic categories and do not rely on category numbers, and should include a conclusion containing a specific diagnosis or weighted differential diagnosis (DD) with a discussion of the possible diagnoses. The FNAB cytology report should resemble a breast CNB or any other surgical report.

In FNAB cytology of the breast there will be minimum requirements or a 'minimum data set' within the structured report, which it is suggested will include at least:

- A statement of whether the lesion is completely benign, such as 'no malignant cells are seen'
- A statement of cellularity which in some ways is a measure of the adequacy of the material. This will need discussion regarding the definition of adequacy, and the adequacy of material lacking epithelium, such as cyst contents
- A cytological description including any diagnostic criteria or checklist of features and a brief discussion of the features which support various possible diagnoses
- A conclusion or summary with a standardized descriptive diagnosis of the lesion which should be as specific a diagnosis as possible, or a weighted DD if a specific diagnosis is not possible
- A code or category can be placed in the body of the report but not in the conclusion

Coding or categorization of breast FNAB cytology cases allows a grouping of specific lesions or lesions where specific diagnosis may not be possible. Hopefully it will assist management decisions but it should never be used in isolation of a clear descriptive diagnosis that uses standardized terminology. The risk of using a purely numeric coding system is that it decreases the clinician’s understanding of the individual report, but a coding system does assist quality assurance and research.

Categories for Reporting Breast FNAB Cytology

At an inaugural meeting of the Breast Group members who attended the Yokohama International Congress of Cytology, the use of a 3- or 5-stage coding system was discussed. The consensus was to use a 5-stage system, which will include:

- Code 1 – Insufficient material
- Code 2 – Benign
- Code 3 – Atypical, probably benign
- Code 4 – Suspicious, probably in situ or invasive carcinoma
- Code 5 – Malignant

Such a system was decided upon by the 1993 Australian National Mammographic Screening Pathology Q Group, but a 5-tier coding system has been used widely internationally. Two of the major areas for debate are the definitions of ‘atypia’ and ‘suspicious for malignancy’ [14, 15]. The IAC reporting system will attempt to define specific criteria or sets of criteria or at least scenarios where atypia is the appropriate diagnosis. These could include:

1. Epithelial hyperplasia with marked dispersal often of columnar cells but minimal nuclear atypia, where the DD is epithelial hyperplasia or low-grade intraduct carcinoma
2. Intraduct papillomas with diagnostic stellate papillary fragments but again marked dispersal, where the DD is low-grade intraduct carcinoma
3. Epithelial hyperplasia with more complex possibly cribriform or micropapillary tissue fragments, where the DD is low-grade intraduct carcinoma
4. Stromal hypercellularity without nuclear atypia or necrosis in otherwise typical fibroadenomas raising the possibility of a low-grade phyllodes tumor
5. Low-cellularity smears with minute epithelial tissue fragments and single cells showing eccentric cytoplasm that raise the DD of lobular carcinoma or lobular carcinoma in situ

Establishing an Approach to a Standardized Report for Breast FNAB Cytology

The IAC Breast Group will establish a checklist for FNAB cytology of the breast using an analytical approach based on pattern recognition and cytological diagnostic criteria that can be used by the reporting cytopathologist and that will generate the report [14–16].
Correlation with Management Guidelines

The FNAB cytology report should be used in conjunction with the clinical and imaging findings in the 'triple test' approach, which yields very high positive and negative predictive values, and provides a solid basis for management decisions in breast lesions. The Breast Group will seek to establish suggested best practice protocols for the workup of each of the 5 structured reporting categories, while taking into account the vast differences between the developed and developing world in the potential imaging and core biopsy infrastructure available [1, 2, 16, 17].

Finally, the Breast Group hopes the cytopathology community will assist in the development of breast FNAB cytology guidelines by joining in the debate at the various presentations in the near future, and by critiquing the draft documents when they are placed on the IAC site later this year.
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